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20. attitude, and rocket launch position was also investigated. Velocities
induced by tip vortices near the intersections of the rocket trajectories
with the wake boundary were found to be similar in magnitude to the launch
velocity of the 2.75 in. rocket currently in use on the AH-IG aircraft.
Values of the downward induced velocity component as high as 70 fps (time-
averaged) and 130 fps (instantaneous) were predicted for the hover condition,
and the velocities decrease with increasing flight speed. For flight speeds
greater than approximately 30 kts, the rotor wake passes behind the rocket

launch position which significantly reduces the wake induced effects. The
location of the rotor wake boundary relative to the rocket trajectories is a
major determinant of the induced velocity distribution along the trajectories.
Thus, the use of an accurate wake geometry was found to be important for

, . accurate calculations of the induced velocities at the rockets.
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An analytical investigation w.Ls conducted to predict the rotor wake induced
flow velocities along the traJlectories of rockets fired from an Army AH-lG
helicopter. The three cowaponents of both the time-averaged and instantaneous
induced velocities were predicted at selectee points along the trajectories of
rockets fired from fovr wing locations. Three flight conditions with helicopter
flight speeds of 0, 15, end 30 }.~ots were investigated. The sensitivity of the

A, .predicted induced velocities to rotor wake model, rocket launch attitude, and
rocket launch position was also investigated. Velocities induced by tip vortices
near the intersections of the rocket trajectories with the wake boundary were

Aý :found to be similar in magnitude to the launch velocity of the 2.75 in. rocket
currently in use on AII-lG aircraft. Values of the downward induced velocity
"component as high as 70 fps (time-averaged) and 130 fps (instantaneous) were
predicted for the hover condition, and the velocities decrease with increaging
flight speed. For flight speeds greater than approximately 30 kts, the rotor
wake passes behind the rocket launch position which significantly reduces the
wake induced effects. The location of the rotor wake boundary relative to the
rocket trajectories is a major determinant of the induced velocity distribution
along the trajectories. Thus, the use of an accurate wake geometry was found to
be important for accurate calculations of the induced velocities at the rocket.
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INTRODUCTIO1N

The accurate determination of the flow field around a helicopter is required
when the helicopter is used as a weapons platform. Since a free-flight projectile

such as a rocket, when fired from a helicopter, may initially be travelling at a
speed which is of the same order of magnitude as the flow velocities, the flow
fisld induced by the rotor wake system can have a significant effect on the rocket
trajectory. This may necessitate some form of aiming compensation or special
firing techniques -- particularly at the low helicopter flight speeds at which
rockets are to be fired in accordance vith current Amny tactical concepts.

For many years the United Aircraft Research Laboratories have been engaged in
anal-tical and experimental studies pertaining to the determination of helicopter

rotor/wake flow velocities. Several of these studies, which include both the mea-
surement and prediction of rotor wake geometries and associated induced velocities
are described in References 1 through 10. References 1 through 3 represent previous
efforts in this field which were supported by the Dept. of the Army and contain

information which i4 particularly pertinent to any study of the flow environment of
a he.lico .er when hovering or f'lying at low speeds. Most of the analytical methods
described in these references have placed emphasis on the flow f.eld at the rotor

disc. However, witW certain recognized assumptions, the methods are applicable to
predicting tVe flow field anywhere in the vicinity of the helicopter. Refinements
to t..a analysis, such as 'he provision f,-r transient conditions (e.g., simulated

gusts), inclusion r•f the fuselagA influence, and improvements in the far wake model

are curren#iy in progress.

¶To assess the influeace )f the rotor/wake flow field on the flight path of a
2.75 Inch ro2ket fired from the Army AH-1G helicopter when hovering or flying at

low forward speeds, available UAI-L analyses were used to predict the induced flow

velocities along the rocket +rajectories. Existing UARL computer analyses which
have the capability to calculate the deforined tip vortex geometry and rotor wa)'e
induced velocities was modified to cal-ulate the flow velocities along the near
rocket trajectories corresponding to roc'-ts mounited at four wing location,3. The

analyses were applied to -edict the time-varying (instantaneous) and time-averaged
velocities for helicopter flight speeas of 0, 15, and 30 knots, A brief sensitivity
study was conducted to show the sensitivity of tbe predicted flow velocities to
variations in wake geometry. rocket launch attitude, and rocket mount location.
The induced velocity results from thib investigation are intended for use in Army
trajectory analyses to assess the influoence of the aerodync-lic interferenc-. of the

rotor wake on rocket trajectories.

Included in this report are (1) a brief description of the computer analyses
used and inherent assumptions, (2) a description ox the flight conditicns, aircraft
configuration and wake models used in the c-ialyses, (3) presentation and discussion
of the induced velocity results for the three flight conditions, (4) a discussion

of areas for further consideration, and (5) suggested pr Zedures for applying the
induced velocity results in rocket trajectoi-j calpul&tions.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THEORETICAL MSTHODS

Theoretical methods developed at the United Aircraft Research Laboratories in
recent years were used d"ng the course of this investigation. The following briefdescription of the theoretical methods is presented to acquaint the reader with the

• i!.analyses uaad. More detailed information on the contents, assumptions and results

Sof the methods is contained in Refs. 1 through 8.

The basic components of the UARL Rotor Analysis are shown in Fig. 2. Si±.e
the objective of this study was to compute induced velocities rather than rotor
airloads and stresses, the UARL blade response analysis was not used and blade
motions and control settings from a teetering rotor analysis were provided by the
Bell Helicopter Company. A brief description of each of the other component methods
making up the UARL Rotor Analysis follows.

INDUCED VELOCITY AND CIRCULATION ANALYSIS

The UARL Prescribed Wake Rotor Inflow Analysis (Deck F389) is described in
Refs. 3 and 4. The function of this program is to compute the rotor time varyingcirculation and inflow distribution that is compatible with a prescribed set of

blade section operating conditions and a prescribed wake geometry. In its simplest

form the analysis generally represents an extension of the rotary-wing equivalent
of the classical lifting line approach used successfully for fixed wings. Each
blade is represented by a segmented lifting line, and the wake is represented by
a finite number of segmented vortex filaments trailing from the blade segment
boundaries. The fundamental relations of blade circulation to lift coefficient,
angle of attack, blade motions, control settings, induced velocity, and wake geo-
metry are used in this analysis. The circulation equations represent a matrix of
termsithe number of which equals the square of the number of points on the rotor
disc (number of azimuth positions x number of radial stations). Once the circula-
tions are computed, the velocities induced at and away (e.g., at rocket trajectories)
from the rotor disc by the bound and trailing vorticity of the rotor can be deter-
mined through application of the Biot-Savart law which can be expressed simply in

the following form:

vi = f (r, Wake Geometry)

E (()

Here the induced velocity at a point on the blade, vi, is a function of the circu-
lations, F, and wake geometry, and is proportional to the summation of the products
of the circulation strength, F, and the geometric influence coefficient, GC, of
each element of vorticity in the rotor-wake system. The geometric coefficient is

-related only to the geometry between a wake element and the point at which the

2



induced velocity is being computed. Since the wake geometry is prescribed, the
wake may vary from an undistorted wake model to a complex experimental or distorted
analytical vwla model with tip vortex roll-up end vortex core effects mathemati-
cally modeled.

WARE GEOMETRY ANALYSIS

The Rotor Inflow Analsis requires that the rotor wake geometry be specified in

order for circulations and induced velocities to be determined. There are several
alternatives for rotor wake geometry. The least complex is a classical undistorted
wake which is simply a function of the flight condition and momento. inflow velocity.
The coordinates of this helical wake, which is skewed in forward flight, are easily
"generated in a prescribed wake type of analysis given the governing parameters which
can be iterated on if desired. If analytical, realistic distorted wake geometries
require more complex and operationally expensive computer analyses. Appropriate

experimental wake data is certainly most desirable, but, except for hover, is not
currently available for most rotor configurations and forward flight conditions.
It has been established that the requirement for distortions from the classical

type wake geometry is dependent on the rotorcraft configuration, flight condition,
parameter of interest and accuracy required. For example, an undistorted wake

geometry is generally sufficiently accurate for integrated performance calculations
(thrust, torque, etc.) for conventional rotorcraft operating in high speed flight.
However, for hover and low speed conditions wake distortions are very significant.
Either an undistorted or distorted wake geometry may be used in the Rotor Inflow
Analysis. Distorted wake geometry may be from analytical or experimental sources.

Undistorted Wake

In its simpleet form, the wake from each blade can be assumed to be a classical

undistorted skewed 1.kical sheet of vorticity defined from momentum considerations

(hereafter referred to as the undistorted vake). Sample undistorted wake represen-

tations are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for hovering and forward flight conditions,respectively. In Fig. 4a, a sample computer plot of the undistorted wake (AH-IG 30

kt condition) is presented. All vortex filaments are shown*. In Fig. 4b, only the
Ii tip vortex filament is presented. The coordinates of the undistorted wake represen-

tation are obtained from the rotor advance ritio, ", thrust coefficient, CT, and
-4.,. &•,e of attack relative to the tip-pAth-plane, &TPP" For example, the top view of"

the tip vortex filaments in Fig. 4b is obtained directly from the helicoidal path of
the blade tip as it translates at t" velocity Vcos*TP' and rotates at the velocity

2R. The side view is dependent on the wake skew angle, s (magle between normal to

the rotor disc and wake boundary), which is defined in the following manner:

A* As used for this study, the five outboard filaments were not separate as shown,
but combined at 15 deg behind each blade to simulate each rolled up tip vortex.

3
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ROTOR FORWARD VELOCIT'i COMPONENT IN PLANE OF ROTOR DISC
tan X=

"SAN ROTOR INFLOW VELOCITY NORMAL TO ROTOR DISC

or (2)

X-- tan"1  Vain aTP_

(1Vsinci~pp 1i

Distorted Wake

To eliminate the necessity for prescribing an undistorted wake goemetry, an
analytical method for computing more realistic wake geometries was developed at
UARL. The basic approach of this method, entitled the UARL Rotor Wake Geometry
Analysis (UARL Deck F506), involves the following. First, an undistorted wake
model is defined along with the distribution of circulation strengths of the
various vortex elements comprising the wake. The clas.ical Biot-Savait law is then
applied to determine the velocities induced by each voitex wake element at numerous
points in the wake. These distorting velocities are then numerically integrated
over a small time increment to obtain new wake element positions. The process of
alternately computing new velocities and positions is continued until a converged,
periodic distorted wake geometry is attained. Further details of the procedures
used to compute wake geometries and results are given in Refs. 1 through 4. Saple
computer plots of the distorted tip vortex geometry (AH-IG at 30 kt) are presented

• in Fig. 5. The inboard wake filaments are not shown for clarity.

For hovering conditions, systematic model rotor wake geometry data have been

(• acquired experimentally at UARL. The data have been generalized in Ref. 1 to
facilitate the rapid estimation of wake geometry for a wide range of rotor designs
and operating conditions and have been used to accurately predict the hover per-

formance for a wide range of full-scale helicopters. A special computer subroutine
has been prepared to model the hovering rotor wake in accordance with the generalized
data. A comparison of the experimental hovering wake representation with the undis-
torted wake representation is presented in Fig. 3.

It will be "entioned that, for this investigation, the wake geometry analysis
-. vas used to generate wakes for the forward flight conditions, and the generalized

experimental wake geometry was used for the hover condition.
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DESRIPIONOF FLIGHT CONDITIONG AND AIRCRAFT

Induced velocities were calcuJ.~ted for the Army AJI-lG helicopter, comm~only
referred to an the Cobra. A schematic of the AH-iG helicopter is shown in Fig. 1.
The teetering type rotor of this helicopter has a radius of 22 ft.* Each of its
two blades has a nominalJ chord of 2.25 ft., a linear twist of -10 deg, a modified
00,09 airfoil section, andl a preconing of 75 deg.

The calculations were performed for a helicopter gross weight of 9500 lbs and
a center-of-gravity position at 198.5 in. from the nose of the aircraft. Three
flight conditions were investigated corresponding to flight speeds of 0 (hover),
15, and 30 kta. Considering the rotor tip speed of 746 fps, these flight speeds
result in rotor advance ratios,, 4, of 0, 0.034, and 0.068, respectively. The
respective rotor control, flapping, and disc angles used in the analyses are
listed below in Table I:

Table I: ROTOR CONTROL, FLAPPING, AND DISC ANGLES

Flight Speed, kts

0 15 30
Collective Pitch, 60, deg 16.2 15.6 14.6

Lateral Cyclic Pitch, A1l deg -2.0 -2.4 -2.4

4 .Longitudinal Cyclic 'Pitch, Bl., deg 1.4 1.5 l. 6

1st Harmonic Longitudinal Flapping, a18 ., deg -1.3 -0.9 *-0-5

1st Harmonic Lateral Flapping, b1,s deg -1.9 -. @2

Rotor Shaft Angle, cy, deg 1.5 0).9 0.1

Rotor Tip Path Plane Angle, OYTpp, deg 0.2 0.0 -o.4

rNie to the unavailanility of accurate measured flielit test angles, the above ,alues
-were cale ilated by the Bell Helicopter Comapany using the C-811 Rotore raft Perfturnance

Induced velocity calculatioa5 were performed for the four rockets mounted at
~ ,.>.the followinp locations relative to the center of the rotor hub and parallel or

norma~l to the fuselage waterline (see Table !I and Fig. 1):



Tabl n,. ROCXET LOCATIOM A

ROCEET ROCKET RlOCKET ROCKET
12 3 4

Distance Below the Rotor 1Mib: in. -103 103 103 103

B-0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39

ULteral Di1stance Froml Rotor Thib: in. -- 59 -~42.5  42.5 59

+ R - -0.22 -0.16 oai6 0.22

ADistance Forward of Rotor Hb: in.- 9 9 9 9

+ - 0.034 0.34 0.034 0.034

The rocket launch attitudes were all specified at an elevation of 126 mile (7
degrees) relative to the fuselage waterline except in a sensitivity study where
160 and 195 mile were used. It is noted that each rochet was assumed to be

* concentrated at a point (center-of-gravity) when determining the launch point.
Induced velocities were calculated at increments of 0.1 R along the rocket tra-
Jectories from the launch point. The trajectories from the launch point to a

. ~distance of one rotor diameter (extent of calculation) were assumed to be straight
t ~~lines. The coordlnt sytm(~yZ)ued for the predicted induced velo-

cities is referenced to the rocket launch point and the axes are parallel and
to 4  normal to the rocket trajectories as shown in Fig. 1. Positive directions are

also shown in Fig. 1.
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DESCRIPTIONI OF WAKE GEOMETflES USED IN TM~ ARMAYSES

The wake representation used in the analyses consint~Ad o:C 10 f!) ite vortex
filaments trail ing from each blade.* These vortex filaiwnts were divi' led into
straight vortex elements at azimuth intervala corresponding t3 15 geZAv1s of blade
rotation. The extent of the filament geometry was prescribtd by 6 v.ake revvlutions
from the rotor except for ty - 'ver condition for whicqi it w.a 83 zwtalutionv. This

... . resulted in wake truncation at a. sufficiently far distpice to be i~w~r~~cant for
velocities at th rocket taeo ry.Tefve otrvor". iae' .rheaae

from the outer 20 percent of the blade wore combined beyond a 2ý d agree azimuth
distance from the blade to similate the roll-up of the tip vortex. Both undistorted
and distorted wake models, described previously, were used to show the sensitivity
of the results to wake geometry. For the undistorted vortex filaments, the vortex

with the mean induced velocity as determined from momentum theory at the rotor
disc. The values of this momentum induced velocity for the 0, 15, andi 30 kt flight
conditionsa -3-6.3, -31.6, and -22.9 fps, respectively. These values uhen used
in equation (2) in combination with the rotor thrust coefficient, advance ratio,

tip speed, and tip path plane angle, result in wake skew angles, x, of 0, 39, and
65 degrees.

The undistorted and distorted tip vortex geometries for the 0, 15, and 30 kt
conditions are presented in Figs. 6 through U.. For the hover condition, the entire
distorted wake model was obtained from the generalized wake equatio-is of Ref. 1.
Thus for the hover condition, both the inboard *.ake (inboard vortex sheets) and
the tip vortex geometry are based on experimental data. Due to the current lack of
generalized experimental wake geometry data for forward flight, the distorted tip
vortex geometry for the 15 and 30 kt conditions was calculated using the UAtI. Rotor
Wake Geometry Analysis. it. is noted that only distortions of the- tip vortices w.ere
calculated for the two forward flight conditions wid .tun undistorted inboard uAke
mo-iel was as-sumed. Although it is physically insiceurete and compromises the resu Its
somewmht, the latter assumption maky be Justified considering the relatively higher
c ircilastion otrength of the rolled up tip vortices com~pared to thst of the inboard
vortex j~lamn".u

The pri~rny difference betocen the- unIdistOrted and distorted wakes (Figs. 6
and 7) for the ho.ver cordit~iuns is t~he wake cantrurtion. In adrditon, as sho~n in

-~ *-- FiM 3, thie Inboard %ake is trnsported downwaxrd uith a nwmnutorm rsdislkv varyirz4
aia velx-ity which causes the outer partion to travel faster than th-e inner Por-.

titxi. At 15 L-ts, the tip -vortax distortions (Fig. 9? result in a contr*action of
*t~he forward boundary -)f th wake relati.ve to th uM istrtrwed %Wee boi;niary i'if.~)

A sidilar contraction occura at 30, kt3 (Figs. l0 a.nd 11). nxis ctntraction of t~he
uswke Nas a predoeinant effect or. the induced ve)-44-ty distribution alor',? the rocket
trajectcories in 'that it *aoves the interse-tion point 'ývf etch tmraJectoti width the

*%wakt bourdary rearward, and ts ecreaese the dumtratr. of time tat the rockts
I-nside the rotor %aite. The ceatraction. will be 3hcim to be particuisrl4 sipniftcant

fort.-*30kt condition.
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:L~~~j DISCUSSION OF ThIVCE VELO0CITYn_ JT

The three components of induced velocityp vx,, v~ nd -itra ca~lculated
along each rocket trajectory at points correspontffng to an imterval in 2OT of 0.1 R.
The calc'da~ticms were performed from the rocket launch point to a point on each
trajectory 2.0 Rl from the launch point. Thus# velocities were computed at 21 field
points for each trajectory. The four rockets and their trajectories were numbered
in order, Ithrough 4i, as shown in Fig. 1.

Since the orientation of the rotor blades and wake relative to a point on a
rocket trajectory varies with time, the instantaneous veloc~ty components induced
at that point also vary with time. Since steady flight conditions were selected
for this investigation, the positions of the blade and wake and the resulting

velocities are periodic. The period is the time corresponding to the blade passage

interval., which for the 2-bladed AH-iG rotor is the time required for a blade to
travel 180 degrees. Thus, time was expressed in terms of increments of rotor
rotation designated by rotor position and the corresponding azimuth angles of the
two blades. The calculations were performed using an azimauth increment of 15
degrees, which resulted in 1.2 rotor positions per blade passage interval1*. In
addition to the instantaneous velocities at each rotor position, the time-averaged
velocities were calculated.

K]The majior variables for this investigation and the notation to be used for the
plotted results are su~mrized below in Table III:

Table IIX. 14AJOR VARIABLES

)Flie',ht Conditions V 0, 15, 30 k'c

Wke iýbdels rastorted$, Undistorted

Distantanteou's Velocity Components vXT, Vy. 0V~

Titme-.Uezreged Velocity 03. onnts V , VY V~
X'AIC ~AV" ZTAVG

(R~aor hmitions (name Step) 11 1-, J, ... I i2

Rocket N~r 1. 2, _i. 4

1&ke Laterial fosition y e -01.2235 0.l .1-11, 0.2235

!,)sititat Alne IL-ektt 7Treltocry +- ',. .,** .

tlisinm: the AI-41M rator tip speedl of V 6 f-p-sn the rator rsdius of 22 tat, the tiv*
lnbrva carrespoeviling to 15 deerees ý-, blasec ezi'oth tr*-.'el is z700.. seVcot s

* or a rozket v.elocit-y of fps, V-4 t~ r ner. f~orrapcezdln. t'.) ar intermal
inx' af one rotnr rali'us in 0.22 seccn-ns. At the speed nn" 10Y) fs. a rccket

ttavela a a icsane of 1.4 R during~ a Wlade pa3Ssage iterval l(cne-3half rotor
revoltlon), and It takes the time toc.1rrres _
degrees) to travel a distance of wne rotor ra~iius.



In addition to all combinations of theae variables, a few comipter cases nre
run to investigate the sensitivity of the reaults to rocket launch attitude. and
launch position. That is, for the hover condition, rocket lauch ettitude relative
to the fuselage waterlane was varied in 2 degree increments from the reference 7
degrees (126 mils elevation) to 9 and 11 degrees (160 mile and 195 mils). For the
30 kt condition, a variation of rocket launch position of 0.05 R in the x and z
directions wa investigated.

In total, six base cases (3 flight conditions x 2 wake models) plus three
sensitivity variations ore rum. Considering the 3 velocity components, 4 rockets,
21 rocket trajectory points and the 12 rotor positions plus the time-avre velo-.
cities, a total of 3276 velocity values wre computed for each of the 9 cases.
Tabulations of these values have been provided separately to the Army. Since
inclusion of plots of all these results was beyond the scope of this effort, a
judicious selection was made of combinations of variables for wbich data are to be
presented. In this selection, emphasis was placed on the results based on the
more realistic distorted ake model over those of the undistorted wake. The v7T
velocity coeonent was emphasized over the vXT and vT components because the
magnitude of the vzT velocity l generally signiiicantly greater. Rocket number 4
was arbitrarily selected for emphasis. It will be shown that rocket lateral

•- . -position is generaly the least significant variable. For consistency, rotor
posit~ons l, 4, 7, and 10 corresponding to reference blade azimuths of 0, 45, 90,

and 135 degrees were selected. Where the selection of specific points along the
- rocket trajectory were required, points 1 (xT - 0.0), 21 (xT = 2.0) and points in

th iridit vicinity of the mike boundary uvre generally selected.

The following results are grouped by flight condition anl presented in order

of flight speed -- 0, 15, and then 30 kt. Resuits based on both di-torted and
ur~istorted m.a oels am presented frr each flight conditior. Foll.vin• these

results, the results ashlirg the sensitivity of the induced velocities to variations

in rotor Launch attitude and position are presented.

-te variation of the tiwe-asvered v,- velozity ft.ln M rcv•-,ýtet trsAectories
of all four rockets, based on the distorted vake m.AeI, is presented in Fi-. 12.
'M- hs velocity cc--apor~nt no-ýnwl to etch trajeictory., Increases from approxiuatelv

3)to 7(1 fpa (dotward) EplAng fran the rocket hau.nch re-asiton (X-L 0) to the
intersection of each trajext42rny with tthe wake 'br~udary7 sha i the top~ -iwn
Fi"e. 7 (e.g., a't x 7 , .-?7 for rocket -). This increase is ccni~stent with the

t -.hat the rc t leumch position is near th, center of the %akx in h-ver, 4•-d
Sthe ve *'ert"lcal transport velocity Ma been obser.e epentdlly to inrease
with iocw ires;fe rtdial positien (FeZ 1). it is interestiry, t4at the =eLai n iA-teid-

2-veloclty 4-- the- rocket passes3 thrcu% the rake is apprciciwatelý tOw " t)7& used bytie AruyIn previus caications of the r-sýket tr~ectoryr. txvlr ing~iet
outside of the wt-.ke btndary wn ahrvpt chsrqe in vnelcity occucrs In both wajnitte

nd-i dirertlown (domfb to ufiov). !he upflsv is rmot as severe as the d-, mf

becws* the contrib)Alon o" t-he tip vcrtices and tte irboant wke axe 1rn;
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outside of the wake, whereas they are additive just inside the wake. As the rocket
moves away from the wake, the velocity decreases as expected, and at 2.0 R from
the launch point the upward velocity is less than 2 Cps. It is also shoin in Fig.
12 that the influence of the different lateral positions of the four rocket tra-
jectories on this average velocity ccmponent is small.

In Fig. 13, the instantaneous vT velocity component is presented for the
four rocket trajectories and rotor position 1 where the blades are positioned at
0 and 180 degrees. These instantaneous velocity results are similar to the
averaged values of Fig. 12 (generally within 15 fps) except near the wake boundary.
Near the wake boundary the instantaneous velocities vary significantly with rotor
position as shown in Fig. i4 for rocket 4 and four selected rotor positions at
azimuth increments of 45 degrees. This time variation is clearly shown in Fig.
15 where the vzT velocity is plotted versus rotor position for selected trajectory
points both near and far from the wake boundary. For the rocket launch point
(xT = 0), the variation with rotor position is relatively small. At the farthest
point calculated (xT = 2.0), the 2 Pps velocity is probably negligible, considering
its effect on the rocket, and its variation is insignificant. The variation .a

*¢. generally small for points in the wake up to the region of xm = 0.7 as shn in
Fig. 15 by the abrupt change in the peak-to-peak values between xT¶= 0.6 and 0.7.

* At xT = 0.7 the velocity component ranges from 36 to 130 fps in the downward
direction. It is noted that the 130 fps flow velocity exceeds the initial rocket
launch velocity which is approximately 100 fps. The cyclic nature of the induced

"- •flow at a frequency of once-per-blade passage is a direct result of the passage of
t~he tip vortex, and to a lesser extent the inboard vortex shee~t, Past the- trajec-
tory point. The peak downward velocity of 130 fps occurs when the tip vortex is
closest to the point. The nmanitude of tne velocity is low (36 fps) at rotorposition 1, because-as show. in Fig. 7, the trajectory passes approxicately nid-wayet%.-een the tip vortices at this rotor position. Looking back to Fig. 13, it ctn

A thus be staed that the low values in t-he vicinity of the vortex are due to the
selected rotor ucs~tion. Greater differences between the values for different
rockets near the- uake. bokutdary were noted in the tabulatio-s for othter rotor posi-
tions.

- ... Results for the vX_ velocity coer-nent are- presented i, 16, 17, aMd 11.
Tht-e- velity is shmwn in Fig. 16 to be in a ... re.ten OPPo4te t!

" that a'% the rcket travel, and the penk value of 2`3 Pa near the vwke bo#usuar• is
S1~~iI•!• ntly -SS 42-1i the F- f' ef tt-c v- velocity component. The instare noes

. vx. la shown in Fig. 17 for the 4 r*,Žkete, a rotoLnrp ittan 1. in Yij. 18, the
-ý c ratloxi uith rotor position Car r.oket 4 at selected tr*deztce-y roints Is pr-

* ~~sent&d. It is show. thV t-e JInatantcu ). vlct lag dt inI h
vicinity of the uake b d&A'4ary, •n• valites as h a s 6 t are izt-cated. SiTlar
plots for the 7 velocity eecc.ýent are presented Ir. Fies. 19, 20, ad 21. It is

S of th. rackets, h• %the 1-•%vst nitý,-e of t1.tA ine tfl en C iFr ve'Xcvty
410es 'tot exceed t19-1 O aMS thet !st4Lantanucu* v'fl?'cIt does not e~xzetl2;! -p5

""-N _ffSt z t

It":= -'10



The effect of wake model, distorted versus undistorted, on the induced velocity

components may be noted by comparing Pigs. 22 through 27 for the undistorted wake
with the appropriate figures presented previously for the distorted wake model. The
prcdcminant difference observed from the time-averaged velocity plots (Fig. 22 vs.
Fig. 12, Fig. 24 vs. Fig. 16, and Fig. 26 vs. Fig. 19) is the shift of the point
at which the velocity cmonents change abruptly. This outad shift for the un-

SI distorted wke corresponds to the outward shift of the uncontracted wake botndary

shown by cccparing Fig. 6 to Fig. 7. Thus, it is important to :nve a realistic
wake model to accurately predict the point along the rocket trajectory up to which

* "the velocities increase and then change abruptly.

The predominant effect of wake model on the inswtn eous velocity components
also occurs in the region of the wake boundary, and consists of a shift in the time

(rotor position) at which the peak velocities occur at rocket trajectory points in
* this region. Studying the time variations of each component (Fig. 23 and Fig. 15

* for vT, Fig. 95 and Fig. 18 for vxT, Fig. 27 and Fig. 21 for vy,), it is noted
that T; peak velocities for the xT position inside and nearest to the wake boundary
occur at times associated with approximately the following azimuth positions of the
reference blade (genertlized to witAin approximately -30 degrees):

DISTORITD WAKE U&DISTOETIM WA)E

APPROXIMATE AZVCUTh OF Mli

90 dg. 0deg.

ArI>ROXIMAI A=MELI~H OF THE
-RJS POGIIV 90CI EK e.7 dir-,.

The tine variation cit ,he velocity conponents is mostly due to the perioi•ic passt'e
.1of t ve ti4 vttlces post the point un th kt:et tr:: ec:tr2. Th-e "--atioc b~tet en

b-a-lr7 :ay be- clearly seen byrelatintg the stinvth >rstlcna3 of the 4-wta cIts

V!*-* skUpvortexV panses cav~sest to the roi-nt. &10 te 1- r >sitlv ?exa: ý vles
generally -xccur Vien the c-Sst is a&p~x1Vxlnte~y nid- sie r ~c~i. 6
vcrtires 4th qveatest rAa-itnt446es o velco?"ty corns-oc4j tv tthe nron nei~mt1.'ce I-tts;,usof Vte N.AInt .jAwt itts1sae the %ake tŽmurdar; -rt~~b ~ C Ttcei-

t~ ti vor-tex. It '.s asý' swm- In t?~ls trl.ntu that, f-t I I't-as 1 fich cott.n, the
- ws~&e s~M --ar~at fret Iso tat , to uvsitirteid resx;Its in a 'As sit o

&1Y~xI1ste ý 92 *ZVrtti In theA ttp;, vermtey ;'tsra¶" (see 2,4z'~ sr 2(C.
vh~h rotce te tes sft r -t44 hetitr, ih e'-te a tih t kr tseicc

Th~s itr-cstcs- the* isgortemv-e nf tcc-z'rtey re ireý then 4 ir* ake Ut the1 tine
v-Arlat~cn~r 17f the inStaninetuM s velociltles at the rmitt~ce? r'e tnirerest.

½2
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15 KT FLIGHT CONDITION

At the 15 kt flight condition, the wake boundary is skewed back toward the
rocket launch point as shown in Fig- 9. The rocket trajectory intersects the
distorted wake boundary batwaaef au ),T of 0.., and 0.4. This results in the occur-
"rence of the maximum downward velocity component (vzT) in that region as shown in
Figs. 29 to 31. Thus, the rapid change in the skew angle of the wake with the

g small change in fli~ght speed from 0 to 15 kts leads to a significant decrease in
the distance from the launch point that the rocket is inside the rotor wake

(xT -• 0.35 at 15 kts vs. 0.77 at 0 kt). The maximum time-averaged downward velocity
(vzTAVG) at the four rocket trajectories ranges between approximately 4o and 60 fps

(Fig. •9) compared to the 70 fps at 0 kts (Fig. 12). Greater variations of the
, instanta:eous vzT velocity for different rockets are also indicated at this flight

' condition for points in the wake (Fig. 30 vs. Fig. 13). However, this is mainly
a timewise phasing variation in that the results in these figures are limited to
rotor position 1 and similar nigh and low velocities occur for each rocket at
other rotor positions. The sensitivity of the vzTvelocity component to rotor
posibuion is show.:• ý- Figs. 31 and 32 for the trajectory of rocket 4. Similar to

-• the results for 0 kt, the downward velocity exceeds 100 fps near the wake boundary.
UInlike the results for 0 kt, a large upvard velocity (approximately 90 fps) is
predicted in additi 'n to the large downward velocity for the point just inside the
waxe boandary (traiectory puint 4). This is due to the predicted close passage
of tip vortex filazients on both sides of the trajectory point at different rotor
positions. A phasir•g difference between the rotor positions corresponding to the
peak velocities for i5 kt vs. 0 kt is also noted in Figs. 32 and 15.

The time-avc'raged and instantaneous 7XT velocity variations are presented in
Figs. 33 and 34, respectively. The magnitudes of this velocity component are shown
to be generally greater at 15 kt than at 0 kt, and the phase differince with rotor
position occurs. As shown in Figs. 35 and 36, similar to the result3 for 0 kt,
the lateral velocity component vyT at 15 kt is small in magnitude.

The difference between the distorted and undistorted wake geometries for the
15 kt flight condition was shown in Figs. 8 and 9. It is shown by comparing the

- - results for the undistorted wake presented in Figs. 37 through 42 with those justpresented for the distorted wake that the predominant effects of wake model varia-
tion are similar to those at 0 kt. That is, the tip vortex distortion contracts

the wake to a position closer to the rocket launch point and causes the peak
velocities to also occur closer. Also, the phasing of the instantaneous velocities
is different. Thus, again the importance of accurately representing the wake
geornetry is demonstrated.

12
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30 KT FLIGHT CONDITION

It is shown in Fig. .1 that the predicted distorted wake is skewed just
enough at 30 kt for the tip vortices to pass behind the rocket launch point*.
This placemeut of the rocket trajectories outside of the wake results in relatively
low magnitudes (less than *10 fp.) of all velocity components as noted in Figs. 43
through 50. Also, only minor variations of the velocity components are predicted
between the four rocket trajectories and the various rotor positions. It thus
appears that beyond a flight speed of approximately 30 kt the AH-lG rotor wake is
swept behind the rccket trajectories, and the wake induced effects at the rockets
are probably insignificant.

In Fig. 10, it is shown that the use of an undistorted wake model places the
rocket launch point right at the make boundary. The velocity components based
on this undistorted wake representation are presented in Figs. 51 through 56.

The close proximity of the tip vorticea to the launch point results in large
instantaneous velocities at certain rotor positions. Thus it is at this 30 kt
flight condition where the sensitivity to wake model is the greatest. Depending
upon the placement of the launch point inside, at, or outside the wake boundary
results in an extreme difference in the predicted induced velocities.

VARIATIONS OF ROCKET LAUNCH ATTITUDE AND POSITION

In order to show the sensitivity of the induced velocity component to small

variations in rocket launch attitude, the launch attitude relative to the fuselage

waterline i-as changed in 2 degree increments for the hovering flight condition.
As shown in Fig. 57(a), the resulting attitudes were changed from 7 degrees (126
mils elevation) to 9 and 11 degrees (160 and 195 mils). Since the flight condition
and distorted wake geometry were unchanged, the time-averaged velocity components
did not change significantly with the small reorientation of the rocket to the
time-averaged wake geometry, However, the instantaneous velocity components in
the vicinity of the wake boundary experienced a phase shift with rotor position
due to the reorientation of the rocket trajectory to the tip vortices at a specific
rotor position. This phase shift is shown in Fig. 58 for the three rocket atti-
tudes. For the 126 mils elevation, the peak velocity for rocket 4 near the wake
boundary (xT = 0.7) occurs at rotor position 6. Increasing the elevation to 160
mils and 195 mils shifts the occurrence of the peak velocity to rotor positions 5
and 3, respectively. Thus, a 4 degree change in attitude results in approximately
a 45 degree change in rotor rotation for the occurrence of the peak vzT velocity
component. This effect is similar to that noted earlier for the change from the
distorted to the undistorted wake model where the reorientation of the tip vor-
tices to the rocket trajectory resulted generally in a 90 degree phase shift.

• Although a tip vortex filament appears to be very close to the rocket launch

point in the side view in Fig. 11, it is shown in the top view that the lateral
displacement of the launch points place them forward of the vortex filament.

13
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What is the significance of the phase shift, and is it important for estab-
lishing improved rocket firing techniques? Considering that a rocket passes

through the wake botudary at one instant of time, the rocket at such a point along
.. ... its trajectory, such as that of Fig. 58, will experience the wake induced effects

associated with just one rotor position. Since the downumrd v• component varies
from approximately 4o to 130 fps with rotor position, the time (rotor position) at
which the rocket crosses the wake boundary may be very significant. If so, a
means of synchronizing the rocket firing time i.4th rotor position could be con-
sidered which would cause the rocket to cross the wake boundary at the rotor
position for minimum induced velocity. This would result in minimizing the
aerodynamic interference at the rocket. Although the phase difference produced
by varying rocket attitude is not relevant to currant firing techniques where the
rockets are fired without regard to rotor position, the phase difference would be
important to know if a firing synchronization technique were used.

To show an example of the sensitivity of the induced velocity components to
a change in rocket launch position, the launch position was moved forward and down
by 0.05 R for the 30 kt flight condition (see Fig. 57(b)). The selection of this
example was based on the intent to show the potential for significantly reducing
the induced effects at the rocket by moving the launch point outside the wake. It
was previously shown that at 30 kt the rocket launch point moved from outside the
wake to inside the wake in changing from a distorted to an undistorted wake model.
A significant increase in aerodynamic interference resulted. As shown in Fig. 59,
moving the launch point outside the undistorted wake by the 0.05 R movements men-
tioned above, results in a significant decrease in interference similar to that
attained through use of the distorted wake model. This emphasizes the importance
of the location of the wake boundary relative to the rocket launch point. It is
noted that similar changes in the relative position of the rocket launch point to
the wake boundary could be produced by changes in any of the factors determining

Sthe wake skew angle (flight speed, aircraft gross weight, and rotor attitude as
determined by the aircraft center of gravity location or maneuver condition).

1.4f•••
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AR~EAS FOR F•UIHER CONS8IDERATION j

Several assumptions were made in the compiuter analyses and procedures used :

to determine the induced velocities presented. The fact that some of these
assumptions could have a significant effect on the wake interference at the rockets
should be recognized w~hen making use of the results presented herein, and they
should be subject to further consideration.

The distorted wake geometry used in the calculations for the hovering flight
S~condition, although determined from experimental information, is accurate only in

the region directly beneath the rotor (the near wake). It was assumed in the

analysis that following the contraction of the wake boundary, the far wake con-
tinued at the same vertical transport velocity and retained its symmetry and
stability. In reality, the wake becomes unsteady at some point benoath the rotor
and viscous dissipation occurs. This is explained in Refs. 1 and 2 based on
observations from both experimental flow visualization dat~a and analytical wake
geometry results. It is shown in these references that the unsteadiness of a tip

ii vortex from a hovering, two-bladed rotor is initiated at approximately 2 vortex
S~revolutions from the blade. For the AH-IG rotor wake shown in Fig. 7, this would

•:• place the onset of the unsteady wake at approximately 0.6 R below the rotor hub.
•;) Since the rocket trajectories intersect the tip vortices (wake boundary) at

approximately 0.3 R below the rotor hub, it appears that the rocket trajectories
" . are completely within the steady near wake region. Some inaccuracy in the results
•0 . presented herein are produced by differences in the induced effect of the unsteady
•: .:"far wake. The extent of this inaccuracy remains to be assessed. However, it is
• known that the wake in the iocJ.l vicinity of the rocket trajectory i.9 significantly
•' . t ore effective, and since this near wake has been modelled accurately the results

•.•.,,.presented herein should be sufficiently accurate for providing an improved under-
•.• standing of the wake interference at the rockets and for initial rocket trajectory

calculations.

!ii~i.At the 15 and 30 kt flight conditions, the unsteadiness of the wake could
• also have a significant effect. Although experimental flow visualization data

• are more limited for low flight speeds, some evidence of wake unsteadiness does

•? exist. This unsteadiness has also been predicted analytically in that a completely
i~i.:•,:converged far wake geometry was not achuieved in the calculations leading to the

S~distorted wake geometries presented in Figs. 9 and 11. Although this lack of
•' complete convergence of the far wake could be partially attributed to the finite

•: vor~tex flaent and finite time step wake model, it is noted that the analysis has
predctedthe onset of the unsteadiness accurately for hovering conditions (Ref. 1).

.'.•:•:•. owever, it should also be recognized that the most complex wake patterns occur at
•i low forw~ard speeds where the tip vortices at the upstream region of the rotor pass
•i" up through the rotor disc before returning below the rotor, and tend to roll-up

•! into two concentrated vortices down.tream from the side•, of the rotor disc. The

/,o:, Iinteraction of these complex tip vortex patterns with the blades results in the
S.-•t"transition roughness" experienced on some aircraft as increased vibrations and
•'.•"control sensitivity at low speeds. The occurrence of this on the AH-IG aircraft
?•i• could be an additional factor leading to rocket inaccuracy.
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Some inaccuracy in the predicted velocity components is produced by the use
of finite time and spatial increments in the calculations along with an approxim.aq'
vortex core representation. The use of time steps corresponding to 15 deg
increments of rotor rotation and positions along the rocket trajectory of 0.1 R
leads to some inaccuracy in establishing the peak induced velocities. Since the
peak velocities generally occur when the rocket is in close proximity to the tip
vortices, these intervals may be too coarse to establish the actual peak values.
If the rocket trajectory passes extremely close to a tip vortex, the vortex core

diameter assumed becomes important, for it is at the bounda.ty of the core that
the peak velocity would occur. A vortex core diameter of one-fifth of the blade
chord was assumed for the calculations performed in this study. Also, any dissi-
pation of the vortex circulation strength neglected in the analysis could be
significant.

Another assumption made in this initial study is that the rocket trajectories
are a straight line in the vicinity of the aircraft. That is, the induced velocity
components were calculated along straight lines from each rocket launch point to a
point 2.0 R from the launch point. In reality, the rockets veer somewhat from a
straight course. In fact, the computation of the induced velocities are directed
toward the objective of determining the true rocket trajectories. Thus, when the
sensitivity of the rocket paths to the induced effects is determined, the require-

•-!- "ment for performing iterations to include induced velocities calculated along the

actual rocket trajectories should be considered.

Fuselage and wing aerodynamic interference effects were neglected in the study
reported herein. However, to roughly determine the order of magnitude of the effect
of the fuselage on the flow at the rockets, the velocities at the rocket trajectories
were calculated using an existing general fuselage representation in an analysis
developed at the Sikorsky Division of the United Aircraft Corporation. This analysis

I .•.. "Jis described in Ref. 10 and is a potential flow analysis based on vortex lattice
techniques. This analysis is shown in Ref. 10 to accurately predi(t fuselage loads.4' An isometric view of a general fuselage modelled for this analysis is shown in Fit,.
"60. To construct the geometry of the AII-lG fuselage was beyond the scu'pe oif this
investigation, and thus the general fuselage representation was used. To scale

"* the rocket trajectory lateral positions from the AU-IG to the general fuselage.
the AH-lC values in percent fuselage width were used as shown in the schematic of
the eonfiguration in Fig. (1. It should be noted that the general Puselage used
has a fineness ratio (length/width) of 6 compared to the All-IC value of 14. Thus,
the results to be presented should be considered as preliminary and in a relative

., rather than absolute sense.

The fuselage induced increments of the three components of induced velocity

at points alot, the rocket trajectories are shown in Figs. " 'Q And ( 1 i, e the
velocities scale with the forward velocity of the aircraft, the induced veloitles

"have been nondimensionalized by this quantity. In these fi-ures, it is shown that
the peak velocity components occur at a distance from the rocket launch point which
is in the vicinity of 0.5 R. I'or the rockets closest to the fusela47e (at 05 per'ent
of the fuselage width, Fig. 62), the peak induced velocity comptrnents are of the

/, :... ..... _" ....
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~j .2' Corder of 10 percent of tho fozr^%v flight speed. For the further rockets (at
108 percent of the fuselage width., Fig. 63) the peak velocities are dcesdt
approximately one-half of the values P-t the closer location. At the low speeds
of this investigation (0 to 30 kt), these results indicate that the direct fuselage
effect is quite small. For ex~aple, st the 30 kt condition,, the peak velocity
component is appro~ziwtely 6 fps. T'Ma dowinward coopoaent, VzET, which was greatest

frterotor induced flow is least for the ftaelage induced flow,, and it' peak
is only about 2 fps at 30 kt. It should be noted, however, that the analysis used
does not account for the influencee of the fuselage on the rotor wake and rotor
induced velocities nor the effect of the wing. These effects are probably greater
than the direct fuselage effect at low speeds, particularly lien the rocket launch
points at the wings.

Altuiough the above factors ahould be considered for future studies, in tnat
they could have a significant effect on the detailed quantitative results, the
results presented herein are believed to be generally accurate. The degree of
accuracy required of the induced effects for rocket trajectory calculations should
be established when applying the results presented herein. The specific areas

I for future consideration should be decided by the degree of accuracy required.
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01
SUGGESTED PR~OCEDURES FORl APPLYI=

INWOED VELOCITY T.ESULTS

At each point in time along their taeors, the rockets ane affected by
the instantaaeoua induced velocity components associnted with the particular rotor
position at that inetant of tiL~a. Thus, to be accurate when performing the rocket
trajectory calcu~lations$ tile procedure should be to determine the rotor position
for each point along a trajectory and use the corresponding induced velocity cam-
ponents. However, the problem arises that the rotor positions arn not known due to
the fact that the firing time is currently determined by the gunner irrespective
of rotor position. Without rotor position synchronization. the correspondence of

\;*~ j rocket position with rotor position is ur~nowno . However, to evaluate the impact
of this problemg, the following procedures are suggested for the rocket trajectory
calculat~ions:

1. Perform the rocket trajectory calculations using the time-averaped Induced
velocity components at each point.

P. erform the calculations assuming that the rockets pass in close proximity
to a tip vortex. In accordance with this assumption, select the rotor position

which produces the maximum velocity components (emphasize v~ in the selection)
at tetrajectory point nearest and inside tewake boundary. Using an assumed
rocket. velocity (e.g., the launch velocity of approximatel1y 100) fps), determine
the time increment and corresponding rotor rotation interval betwest. points
along the trajectory. Based on the rotor rotation interval, determine the
rotor positions for each point along the trajectory and interpolate the
tabulated results provided to obtain the velocity components at each point to
be used in the calculation of the rocket trajectory.

3. F'efform the calculation-s using instantaneous velocities corresponding to
a few other selected rotor position sequences. lnelmuie in this selection the
rotor position at the wake boundary which produces the minimum induced
velocity components.

Usiiw. the above procedures, the *aximum and minimtm devistions of the rocket
tr,:iectories based on the instantaneous induced velocities relative to the trajec-
tories based an the tiine-averaged velocities should generally resu~lt. With t zee
results, the range of possible trajectories pyroduced at indiscriminate tiring times
wo'uld be- estawlis!*d, as well as u4tather or not tlhe provision of a Owechanise for

kfirinZ synchrocization in the Mixirarft alnatrL-emtation is desirable.

18
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. j sdThe following conclusions apply to the AH-10 helicopter operating at hover
lowand l- speed flight conditions:

1. Althouh the effect of the aerodynamic interference of the rotor wake
on the rocket ti-jectories remains to be determined, the magnitudes of the
predicted induced velocity components at the trajectories appear to be sig-
nificant considering that they can exceed the rocket launch velocity. Values
of the downward induced velocity component as high as 70 fps (time-averged)
and 130 fps (instantaneous) were predicted.

2. Of the three velocity components, the greatest induced velocities were
predicted for the downward component normal to the rocket trajectory. The
component along the rocket trajectory was generally next in order of magni-
tude, and the smallest velocity magnitudes were predicted for the lateral

component.

3. As the rocket moves from its launch position, the downward velocity
It • component increases as the wake boundary is approached. As the rocket

moves to the outside of the rotor wake the magnitude of the downward
velocity decreases abruptly, and becomes insignificant within a distance
of one rotor diameter from the launch position.

The. T position of the intersection of a rocket trajectory with the wake
boundary is most influential for it determines the length of time that the
rocket remains in the higher induced velocity region inside the wake. It
also determines the location where the close proximity to a tip vortex can
result in a high induced velocity. The importance of the wake boundary

-- jlocation establishes the importance of accurately determining, the items
which establish the wake skew angle -- flight speed, rotor and aircraft
attitude, and aircraft gross weight (rotor thrust).

5. Considering the variation of the predicted induced velocities with
flight speed, the influence of the wake aerodýmic interference on the
rcket traectories is expected to decrease with increasing flight speed.

-•~-I-- in hover, the pred~cted velocities are the highest, and the rocket rerarins
in the wake for th- longest period of time. For flight speeds greater than
approximately 30 kts, the rotor wake generally passes behind the roc-tet
i&anch position whieh significantly reduces the wake induced effects.

6. large Il.:•uced velocity %vriatlons with time occur at points on the
rocket trajectory near the %we boundary. These rriations are caused by
the passage of the tip vortices. If the higrh impulsive tylne velocities
induced by the- close passage of a tip vortex are '-untd to sinnificantly
alter the flight path of the rocket, a mechans1 for synchronl.ine the
rocket firing time with the rotor position for aJni=ný- tip vortex inter-

•- -ference may be desirale.
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7. The variation of the predicted time-averaged induced velocity components
between the four rockets of the AH-bG helicopter is within ±10 fps at similar
points along the traJectories.

8. It is necessary to use an accurate rotor wake model in calculations
directed toward predicting induced velocities at rocket trajectories. The
use of an undistorted wake model rather than a realistic distorted wake
model results in significant differences in predicted induced velocities.

9. Small variations (4 degrees) in rocket launch attitude produce small
I induced velocity changes at the rocket trajectories except near the wake

boundary where the variations produce a difference in the phasing of the

velocities associated with the relation between rotor position and the
passage of a tip vortex. This is generally also true for small variations
in rocket launch point. However, vertical and/or longitudinal variations

in launch point produce significant variations in induced velocities near
the launch point at approximately 30 kts due to the movement of the point
from inside to outside of the rotor wake or vice versa. The relative
position of the rocket launch point to the wake boundary could also be
varied by changes in any of the factors which determine the wake boundary

(flight speed, aircraft gross weight, and rotor/fuselage attitude).
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RECOMNDATXOIS

1. Several factors which were approx'imated or neglected in the analytical
calculations, should be considered. These are wake instability and dis1-

~ -~pation,, vortex core size, the selection of the finite spatial and temIporal
iflcreaents u~sed in the analyses, and wing and- fuselage interference effects.
Also., the possible requirement for iterating between the induced velocities

2. The effect of the rotor 'wake induced velocities determined in this investi-
gation on the rocket trajectories should be calculated using the Army rocket
dynasmic response analyaia andi the procedures described herein*. Usning these

procdurs, he dviaion ofthe rocket trajectories can be determined, and
the degree of accuracy required of the induced effects for rocket trajectory* ) calculation~s would be established.

3. The rotor wake effects for flight conditions other than those investigated
herein should be determined. In particular, calculations for specific flight
conditions for which flight test rocket trajectory data become available
should be performed for correlation purposes. Also, the sensitivity of the

7 ~results to variations of the signif'icant parameters in actual aircraft
oneration which influence the wake strength and wake/rocket positioning
should be investigated.

K 14del he-licopter tests should be conducted to acquire sys-tenatic experimental
dat-a on this rocke-t aerodynamic interference problem. Model hoverin,' atnd
wimr-id t-mn~e] fac-ilities and exlerimental flow measurazent visualA zation tech-
niques, such &as those available at the United Aircraft Research Wab atonres,

should be used to measure the- wake boundaries and flow velocities in the
re,-.ions %>f the rocket trajlectories. Combined model rotor-Vaseiage-vin8
testiag (as 'liscribed in Ref. (1, application of flow visualization techniques
(such as these reported in References 1, 2, A3 and 0), wid applivation o",

laser ve.tocimet.er techniques (oks rpre nRfrne1)t esr l
relocities, shoul-d be cedýte-d* The *3sults of suzh &-n eFr~na

Sprnvile Asta for correlat'on with theor7 and for a systemr~tic- letermin-
ation of tte tnct~t and s-epa.-..te infltenze Al cech of the @aircrft cccpenents
friotor, Nstlv'ýe and ud N#) ard slgznlftcant paraseters (flirht. nsee-. eivrss
Wes*-It, alrrýr&lft attitu~de, etc..a. In &ddition, tife detem~ination of t Ee

veoiyfield at. potential , -:aticns for u -.1 sens-r auntexI ci the r-lrcratlt
u-nuld a ý'~ n solvinr the przi)hlem C-t aU-cuate-Iy neasri"4z the 1ov Nizralf
fll.ýýht jpýeels required in arco-rdanc'e 661th current. rcNcket. firngn t~artics.

-*eat -al-culstln~s art -u)rrently Snr;n prrea si t tthe Arny Fi;catirmy krs-eral.
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Figure 3.Computer Wake Trajectories For one Blade of a Hovering
Roto~r.
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